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LIFE LIFE

Luke McShane (SV Werder Bremen)-
Valentin Baidetskyi (MSA Zugzwang)
Schachbundesliga, Viernheim, February 2024

1 e4 e6 2 d4 d5 3 Nd2 c5 4 Ngf3 cxd4 
5 exd5 Qxd5 6 Bc4 Qd6 7 O-O Nf6 8 Re1 
Nc6 9 Ne4 Qb4 10 b3 Be7 11 Bb2 b5 
White leads in development, and will soon 
recover the pawn on d4, so castling was safer. 
12 Bd3 Bb7 13 a4 bxa4 14 Rxa4 Qb6 
15 Nxd4 Rd8 16 Qa1 Nb4 (see diagram) 
17 Nf5 The best way forward! The main 
justification is that 17…exf5 18 Nxf6+ gxf6 
19 Rxe7+ Kxe7 20.Rxb4 Qxb4 21 Ba3 wins the 
queen, with a huge advantage. Or Black can 
immediately capture on d3 or e4, which are all 
met by Nxg7+ followed by recaptures. Nxe4 
18 Nxg7+ Kf8 19 Bxe4 Rd2 20 Rxb4 My 
original intention, 20 Bxb7, is met by 20…
Qxf2+ 21 Kh1 Nxc2 with an annoying fork. 
Forcibly removing the knight is worth the 
sacrifice. 20…Bxb4 21 Bxb7 Rg8 21…Qxb7 
22 Ba3! prepares to activate the Qa1. e.g.  
22…Bxa3 23 Nxe6+ fxe6 24 Qxh8+ Kf7  
25 Qxh7 wins the queen on b7. 22 Bf3 Rxc2 
22…Qxf2+ 23 Kh1 Rxc2 24 Rf1! wins 23 Bd4 
Qa5 Allowing a neat finish. 24 Bc5+ Qxc5 
24…Rxc5 25 Nxe6+ Ke7 26 Nxc5+ Bxe1 
27 Qe5+ wins quickly. 25 Nxe6+ fxe6 
26 Qf6+ Ke8 27 Qxe6+ Kd8 27…Kf8 
28 Qf6 is mate 28 Qxg8+ Black resigns

  Across
 1 Red Route heartless? 

Tough (5)
 4 Hugo’s girl’s medals are 

amazing (9)
 11 Possible political pact on 

the left, I spill the beans 
(3-3)

 12 From the outside, edged  
in to brush chamber (7)

 15 Irritating, but not spiteful 
at first (5)

 16 Violently purges sporting 
competition (5,1)

 22 Voles, millions perishing 
in frozen expanse (5,3)

 25 Rank covered in the 
Tatler (4)

 27 Dutchman confuses me 
with Henry (7)

 29 Amateur not fully taught 
to employ unknown 
weedkiller (8)

 34 Miles for couple to cross 
high range (5)

 35 Hammer parts of English 
into writers (5)

 36 I tense a part of finger to 
push back tongue (7)

 37 Pass online error? (6)
 39 Bewitches flies, leaving 

one twitching, with lots 
of laughter (3-6)

 40 Rabbit killer succeeded? 
Precisely (5)

  Down
 1 Ring remarkable identifier 

(4,6)
 2 Bird call from way up 

heard, such poetry (5)
 4 Big bird eats marsh 

samphire, ultimately to 
discharge from mouth (7)

 5 Meaning to authorise one 
taking plane out of 
Luxembourg (10)

 6 Well beaten, get seed 
expelled (7)

 7 Two groups of soldiers 
holding up a vessel (5)

 8 Something I do: hockey, 
badly (9)

 13 Like a spinner thrown up 
drops on eventually 
immaculate line (7)

 15 From Tasmania, say, 
one complete change of 
direction to get away 
from the coast (6)

 17 It eats mice, as sport? (7,3)
 18 Swallowing tablet, neglect 

entertaining speaker (7)
 19 Tear round border, 

deflecting rays (10)
 20 After delivery of letters, 

new afternoon lecture 
cut short (9)

 26 One beaten, damaging 
maintop (7)

 28 Breaking rock up, 
regularly in fear: they 
appear tired (7)

 30 Flexible machinery 
one installed (6)

 31 Paul’s companion is upset 
over footloose girl (5)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened 
on 2 April. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2645, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2645:  
Old comrades 
by Fieldfare

Each to his place where I shall sit and wait
In dread of what is dolloped on my plate.

Each day it comes, the food we all begrudge –
A yellowy-orange, vomit-coloured sludge
Dispatched, lukewarm, in central kitchen tins,
Fare fit for cattle feed or pig swill bins,
Then ladled out into a mountainous pile
Of mashed-up stodge, voluminous and vile;
Let swede be banned as bland, insipid grot,
Interred in sodden soil and left to rot!
Alan Millard

Odious, hideous Capsicum annuum 
Ought to be banned, and should certainly not 
Ever be carelessly, unconscientiously
Added to food in a skillet or pot.

Even the tiniest, infinitesimal 
Barely discernible minuscule dot 
Causes the bile in your gastrointestinal 
Plumbing to sizzle and curdle and rot.

Terrible, horrible Capsicum annuum, 
When it is loaded in weapons and shot, 
Drives away dangerous, hyper-aggressively 
Threatening predators, right on the spot. 

Searing the lungs and the nasopharyngeal 
Passages, sparing not even the snot, 
Capsicum annuum unsympathetically 
Scorches, but otherwise isn’t so hot.
Alex Steelsmith

Earnest talk of live bacteria,
Good, gut-friendly streptococcus 
Frankly smacks of woke hysteria,
Nanny-stately hocus-pocus.
Mesophilic? Probiotic?
What a lot of Waitrosese!
Yoghurt’s just an idiotic
Way of selling sour cheese.
Fat-free? It’s a sugar rush;
Sugar-free? It’s full of fat.
Kefir? Doogh? It’s foreign mush;
Icelandic? Greek? Not eating that.
Bifid lactobacillus?
It’s germs! – and they’ve the nerve to flog it!
Health freaks, pray don’t hassle us:
Cancel culture? Cancel yoghurt!
David Silverman

Oh, devil-angel, Sugar! Your time’s done!
You rot my teeth, yet melt upon my tongue.
I’m forced to hide my black smile from the sun;
meantime, my exhalations smell like dung.
You cause us cardiovascular disease
and diabetes I and II, as well;
you pile the flesh upon our bones with ease
and pulverise our livers till they swell.
You’re bitter cocoa’s sweetheart, you’re adored
in fizzy drinks and soda pop which stokes
our bodies, building up a lethal hoard
of fat that causes heart attacks and strokes.
Let’s ban this snow-white crystalline of death,
before it puffs you up and stays your breath.
Paul A. Freeman

NO. 3343: PREACHY

You are invited to submit a sermon on a 
subject of contemporary relevance in the 
style of a well-known writer (please speci-
fy). Please email entries of up to 150 words 
to lucy@spectator.co.uk by midday on 
27 March.
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SOLUTION TO 2642: A CIPHER TO DECODE  

The unclued lights (with 38/20 paired) can all mean 
‘nothing’, as does the word ‘cipher’.

First prize  Rebecca Clark, Geldeston, Beccles, Suffolk
Runners-up  Martin Dey, Hoylandswaine, Sheffield;  
D.V. Jones, Llanfair Caereinion, Powys
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Find the best move! Once upon a time, I sincerely 
believed that was my overriding goal during 
a game of chess. Naive, but nowadays I know 
better. The truth is that dodging banana skins is 
more fruitful, so to speak, than the pursuit of 
golden apples.

In part, this is a simple story about experience 
and humility. After making enough bad moves, 
one comes to realise that there are always more 
lurking around the corner. But really, it’s not 
about me. The past decade or so has seen a 
fundamental shift in the way that games of chess 
are perceived, for which the near-omniscient 
chess computer has been the driving force.

The moves of the world’s best players used 
to be held in awe. They made mistakes, of course, 
but identifying them could take a considerable 
amount of legwork. These days, a chess engine 
will take just seconds to point out the errors in 
a game. For every position, the engine shows its 
preferred move and the resulting evaluation in 
hundredths of a pawn (e.g. +1.47 signifies a 
healthy advantage to White). That acts as a 
benchmark for all the other moves. 

The perceptual shift is significant. In chess 
analysis, thought used to precede truth, and 
a move that appeared to exhibit a truth would be 
awarded a ‘!’ signifying ‘good move’. But with 
the computer by our side, truth precedes thinking, 
and our moves merely manifest varying degrees 
of falsity. 

But surely one still just has to find the best 
move? Well, sort of. If those statistics have taught 
me anything, it’s that ‘satisficing’ wins chess 
games. Consistently finding suboptimal but 
decent moves seems more effective than being 
a perfectionist who blunders intermittently.

Both the big internet chess servers, chess.com 
and lichess.org, will produce an ‘accuracy’ 
measure (out of 100) to show how well a game 
was played by each player overall. It tends to 
make me feel more chastened than uplifted, but 
just once in a while, it offers a pleasant surprise. 
I was thrilled to win a bracing tactical battle in 
the German Bundesliga last month, but it’s a habit 
to check for all the warts after the game. My joy 
was all the greater when I saw my accuracy rating: 
99.7 per cent! A red letter day.

In Competition No. 3340 you were asked to 
submit a poem calling for a particular food 
to be banned.

It was Julie Bindel’s impassioned anti-
balsamic vinegar piece that prompted me 
to invite you to share your culinary bêtes-
noires (three of mine – Battenberg, tripe 
and Liquorice Allsorts – cropped up in the 
entry). Adrian Fry and Colin Brewer were 
thinking along the same lines with twists on 
Betjeman’s ‘Slough’; both earn commenda-
tions, as does Frank McDonald’s villanelle 
in dispraise of the lamb chop and Brian Mur-
doch’s anti-cucumber rap. The winners, led 
by Bill Greenwell (with echoes of Christo-
pher Smart’s cat Jeoffry), earn £25.

For I would outlaw the potato crisp.
For there are only 22 crisps in a standard bag.
For that is only about 10% of the space available.
For that is only about one of God’s potatoes.
For that is about 35p a potato, even on a Multi-Buy.
For having eaten one packet, you need to eat 
 another one smartly.
For firstly the crisp is addictive, especially cheese 
 and-onion ones.
For secondly, a bag has 130 calories, and that’s just 
 the first one.
For thirdly, each packet has 11% fat.
For the British eat six billion packets a year and 
 are fatties.
For when I have a packet of crisps, I need a beer 
 to wash it down.
For when I have a beer… you get the picture.
For the packets take three decades to decompose.
For I suffer from hypertension.
For I am a diabetic now, and have no teeth left.
For I have not long to live.
Bill Greenwell

It is baked beans that should be banned.
In nauseating sauce encanned,
All sickly-sweet and liquidous
The bastards are ubiquitous.

An English Breakfast should eschew
This transatlantic parvenu – 
No beans! No beans! I cry. Too late.
Plop goes the dollop on my plate.

Not even a mixed grill avoids
The devil’s horrid haemorrhoids.
I scrape them to the side, but still
They manage to pollute my meal.

They sidle up and touch my chips,
Contriving thus to reach my lips
So I again am forced to taste
Their overtones of toxic waste.
Ann Drysdale

It’s nineteen forty-nine, approaching noon,
We sit in class and know we’ll hear it soon –
The clattering in the hall as they erect
The benches and the trestle tables decked
With knives and forks set ready for the fray
As class by class we make our sombre way

PUZZLE NO. 792

White to play. Brkic-Shengelia, Bundesliga, Feb-
ruary 2024. White’s pieces coordinate far bet-
ter than Black’s. Which move cashes in? Email 
answers to chess@spectator.co.uk by Monday 18 
March. There is a prize of £20 for the first cor-
rect answer out of a hat. Please include a postal 
address and allow six weeks for prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1…Qc5+ White resigned 
in view of 2 Rxc5 Rd1+ 3 Qe1 Rxe1#
Last week’s winner Mats Nordgren, 
Canterbury

Chess 
Dropping the golden apple 
Luke McShane

Unclued lights make up a group, 
its members and location (two 
pairs, one doubly hyphened). 
Ignore one accent

Competition 
Dietary restriction  
Lucy Vickery

White to play, position after 16…Nc6-b4

WDw4kDw4
0bDwgp0p
w1WdphWd
DWDWDWDw
RhwHNDWd
dPdBDWDw
wGPDw)P)
!WDw$wIw

WdbDWdkd
dpDWdrdp
WDWdpgWd
dBGWdpDw
WDWDw)Wd
DWdQDWDw
w1WDWdP)
DWdRDwIw


